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	Title: Development of Deterioration Curves for Bridge Elements in Montana
	TopicStatement: The proposed research is in response to the Federal Highway Administration's objective of implementing a transportation management plan for the National Highway System (NHS).  One of the standards that State departments of transportation must meet is the development and operation of a bridge management system that includes deterioration forecasting for all NHS bridge assets. The Montana Department of Transportation uses two analysis programs for this purpose; the Federal Highway Administration’s National Bridge Investment Analysis System (NBIAS) and the Bridge Data Analytics Tool (BAT), which is currently under development.  Both of these tools require deterioration curves for different bridge elements (bridge deck, superstructure, and substructure). Deterioration curves for the NBIAS utilize bridge condition data from States, Federal Agencies, and Tribal governments that are reported in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI).  To more accurately model the deterioration of bridges, more specific deterioration models specific to Montana’s climate, maintenance practices, and construction materials are needed.  The objective of the research is to; 1) develop deterioration models specific to Montana’s five transportation using inspection data related to time-dependent element deterioration, operation practices, and AADT, 2) identify existing or new data that could be used to improve the accuracy of the deterioration curves, and 3) compare the results from Montana-specific data with data from the NBI to identify similarities and differences in the deterioration models.
	T15: Several states are performing research related to the use of existing deterioration modeling software, the development of new analytical tools, and the refinement of deterioration curves for different bridge elements. The Nebraska Department of Roads recently developed state-specific deterioration models for use in AASHTOware’s Bridge Management Software (BrM) [1].  Results of the investigation identified deterioration trends related to concrete decks in different transportation districts, AADT, epoxy coated rebar, and structure type.  The state of Wyoming developed deterioration models using both stochastic and deterministic models using the National Bridge Inventory and inspection data from WYDOT [2].  Two deterioration models were created for different bridge ages; one for the first 30 years and a second model for 30+ years.  Research on using a total sufficiency bridge rating derived from visual inspections was used in Bayesian updating of bridge element deterioration curves [3].  Results highlighted the potential of the proposed method to become a useful tool for estimating the remaining service life of bridges and resources required for future maintenance. The proposed research will utilize the available tools and research findings to efficiently develop a family of deterioration curves specific to Montana. 1. Hatami, A. and G. Morcous, Developing deterioration models for Nebraska bridges. 2011, Nebraska Transportation Center.2. Chang, M. and M. Maguire, Developing deterioration models for Wyoming bridges. 2016, Wyoming. Dept. of Transportation.3. Zanini, M.A., F. Faleschini, and C. Pellegrino, Bridge residual service-life prediction through Bayesian visual inspection and data updating. Structure and Infrastructure Engineering, 2017. 13(7): p. 906-917.
	T17: Inspection data from MDT’s Structure Management System (SMS) will be reviewed to identify data that will most accurately identify bridge element-level deterioration.  Data will include bridge deck, superstructure, and substructure element ratings in addition to overall structural evaluation and sufficiency ratings.  After base-line deterioration models are developed using a robust statistical analysis, they will be calibrated to reflect the age, AADT, and structure type.  Further refinements will be made to reflect the type and timing of maintenance activities performed on the bridge and the influence of climate for the five transportation districts in Montana.  After the family of deterioration curves are created, a comparison will be made with deterioration curves derived from the National Bridge Inventory inspection data used with the NBIAS software.  Differences and similarities between the two deterioration models may identify additional data that could be collected by MDT bridge inspectors to improve the results.  The developed curves will be used to estimate future conditions, work actions, and funding needs for bridges in Montana and will improve the accuracy of MDT’s current deterioration modeling.
	T19: 1 year
	T21: 
	T24: The deterioration curves developed as part of the proposed research have a high probability of success because of MDT's  familiarity with the BAT and NBIAS software applications and the Western Transportation Institutes's expertise related to statistical modeling of transportation systems.
	T26: The proposed research is important and timely because of the Federal initiative for State departments of transportation to develop and operate a bridge management system that includes deterioration forecasting for all NHS bridge assets.
	T32: The proposed project will produce deterioration models that will be implemented into current MDT deterioration modeling software and will enhance the estimation of future bridge conditions, work actions, and funding needs.
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